CROSSWORD
No. 15,641 Set by DOGBERRY

ACROSS
1 Chest sound of annoying concertgoer (6)
4 Immature person carrying weapon to port (8)
9 A US compound's inverted membrane (6)
10 Shakespearean animals (black and white) adopting sport (8)
12 Spies eating idiot's treacle (8)
13 Ramble resulting in introduction to school bully (6)
15 Pretty snub nose, finally (4)
16 Place in wrong side of argument (7)
20 Exemplar to knock back old sporting event (7)
21 Flower power popular with king (4)
25 Fidelity, once – yet all go astray (6)
26 Composer's examination covers smell with note (8)
28 Don't pull hard enough for submerged current? (8)
29 Calm song after sunset needing publicity (6)
30 Ample range wasting energy in domicile (8)
31 Beatle to choose to interrupt cleaner? (6)

DOWN
1 Time for love in works of graphic art or pottery (8)
2 The Greatest adipose coating causing death (8)
3 Man discovering bird's nest, finally (6)
5 Save a rising Semite (4)
6 Think to behave diplomatically? About time! (8)
7 Eradicate, or put round about (6)
8 Scam leaves saint and student in shade (6)
11 Academic gathering returning artist to French city (7)
14 Plan to plug school with messy mark (7)
17 Underworld scotched a Stuart monarch (8)
18 Wire one on limping nag, initially, into this paper (8)
19 Ooze involving sort of beauty, say (4-4)
22 Detective's dodgy 8 (6)
23 What average Spanish gent? (6)
24 Kiss during love duet damaged waistcoat (6)
27 Class with prior convictions (4)

Solution 15,640

TAILORING ACRID
ONCE NELAI
PODGE CONSTANTS
ITALIAN TO CUP
CONANDOYLE SHOE
EBWEBER
BUSTARD ROUSSSOS
ATS DUA
REALISM OEDIPAL
NINARYE
DRAGUPAUMGUMTREE
ACWPAOR
NUTRITION VOICE
CU LINZIC
EXPEL GRAPESHOT